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Madhatter's Ball 
Tonight-Gym 
9 :00-1 :00 
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Little Theatre 
Page 1 
ttDream" Production Presents Problem 
Grid T earn Leaves For 
Game At West Chester 
Beginning with the issue of 
November first, the Ithacan will 
present an interesting series of 
articles delving into the history 
of Ithaca College. Going back 
to the days of the original Con-
~ervatory of Music and bringing 
1t to the present day set-up, the 
Ithacan believes that its readers 
will find much enlightenment in 
the colorful stories and incidents 
which form the heritage of the 
three departments. 
Lack Of Si:age Depi:h 
Challenge To Reich 
DAVIS AND JACKSON 
UNABLE TO PLAY 
College Choir Presents 
Varied Radio Program 
With an even standing in both Sunday evening, October 13th, 
the won and lost column the varsity at 5 o'clock, the Ithaca College 
football team will travel to West Choir gave the first of a series of 
Chester, Pa. tonight seeking a vie- broadcasts sponsored by the Ithaca 
tory, after being deteated by a weak Savings Bank. These broadcasts 
but aggressive Clarkson eleven last will feature Ithaca College talent 
Friday night. . in various forms. 
Ithaca outgained Clarkson both The choir, a group of twenty-
Diligent research and prepara-
tion of data have compiled what 
the editors think will be a proj-
ect unusual in every sense. Look 
for the next appearance of the 
Ithacan and be surprised at the 
varied scenes which the unpre-
tentious buildings of Ithaca Col-
lege have witnessed. 
Morse and Lyon Start 
Early Work On Cayugan 
Conscription Taking Toll 
Al Ithaca, Says Dr. Job 
Stating, in a recent interview 
that, between thirty and forty men 
who were expected to register at 
Ithaca this semester have failed 
to appear, Dr. Job estimated that 
about twenty-five of these men 
left college because of the national 
conscription bill. · 
Of the twenty-five a few have 
entered the service voluntarily, and 
many have taken positions in fac-
tories which have sped production 
because of the war. 
on the ground and in the air,. piling eight voices under the direction of 
up twelve first downs against none Professor Bert Rogers Lyon, pre-
for the Engineers. Almost the en- sented a varied and interesting 
tire game was played in Ithaca's program. Their first group con-
offensive territory. sisted of three Madrigals. "On 
The Bombers scored early in the the Plains" by Weelkes, "The Sil- Anxious to get as early a start "Quite a few SWdents have come 
S an" by G1"bbons and "When to ask my advice," Dr. Job said, second quarter on a twenty-five ver w , as possible, the editorial heads of 
All A D I W t A Hu tl.ng" "as to whether or not they should Yard run off tackle by Charlie an- - a e en - n the Cayugan, college annual, have b D Pearsall enter the service. I have sug-Baker. The failure to convert the Y e · been hard at work since the open-
These 
'
"ere followed by four · d gested to those who are not seniors Point after the touch down was the '' ing of school. Manv mmor e-f lk h. h d b J that thev finish the academic vear margin which kept Ithaca from hav- 0 -tunes w IC portraye Y tails have been attended to and -
· · d h h before v~lunteering for service, and ing a tie game. . spmt an context t e c aracter- the· numerous problems that al-
istics of the Russians, the English, ways arise have been smoothed that they return for their degree 
Reaching the ten yard line on and the Italians. They were after a year of training. 
numerous occasions the Blue and "Cossack Lullabv" arr. by Evans, ou~ugene Morse and Bert Lyon, "By graduating with their ser-
Gold lacked the, needed pu~ch "Swansea Town;' arr. by Holst, editor and business manager re- vice requirements fulfilled, such 
necessary for cros~mg the goal line_ "An Eriskay Love Lilt" arr. by spectively, are now considering the students would be very apt to 
It was on a goal lme plunge that a Robertson and· "Cicirinella " an many technical aspects that must secure a job immediately in their 
Clarkson m_an inte~cepted a fumble Italian folk song. ' be taken care of. Printing, pie- own field." 
and ran nmety-mne yards for a The final group consisted of tures, layout, style, and other simi- Dr. Job considers that, since 
touchdmyn. The:y con_vert.ed the three spirituals, beautiful numbers, Jar problems confront the directors there are not more than a hundred 
extra pomt and ·with this shm lead beautifully arranged. The titles of the book. In order to adequate- and ten eligible men in both the 
held the Blue Bombers at bay for were "My Lord, What a Momin'," ly take care of the more pressing student body and the faculty, Ith-
the rest of the game. "Gonna Join de Heavenly Choir," problems, last minute work on the aca will probably lose only one or 
Tonight·, Ithaca will miss two of "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot," and selection of the staff has been com- nvo men to conscription this year. 
their stellar men. George "Hop" "Ain'ta that Good News." pleted and it is expected that they Any man who is chosen, as Dr. 
Davis, who was injured in the Next Sunday's program will j will function as a unit in a very T ol; mentioned in assembly last 
Clarkson game and Dorrie Jackson, feature several artists who are short time. i\fondav. will be allowed to finish 
who was injured during a practice members of the college faculty. Mr. Edith Lundquist, junior drama his scho~I year. 
session at Percy field To overcome Leon Sampaix, Professor of Music student has been named as as- Although eligible men here will 
the loss of these two men, Coach and head of the piano department, sociate editor and 1s aiding the register in Ithaca, their cards will 
James Freeman has shifted Bernie Mr. William Coad, Professor of editor and business manager in be· mailed to their home districts, 
Grestl from wing back to the full- Music, and violin instructor, and preliminary work. It is expected where the men will be numbered 
back position. Mrs. Florence Wilcox, Ass't. Pro- that work on compiling pictures and chosen. 
West Chester has an impressive fessor of Music, voice department. will get unde~way within the next I . ~~hen questioned a~ to the pos-
record of three wins and no defeats Future broadcasts will feature week, accordm~ to the present s1b1hty of our entenng. the. ~var, 
and boasts of a very strong passing the College Symphonic Band, Sym- plans of the editors. . . Dr. Job declared that ~1s op1111ons 
attack. In the last game between phonic Orchestra, ensembles, dra- The complete staff lmeup 1s as change almost every time he sees 
these two teams in 1937, West matic productions, and artists af- follows: . . a newspaper .. "Up to a week or 
Chester was victorious 20 to 0. filiated with Ithaca College. Asst. photographic editor so ago, I believed we had a good 
Editor-in-chief ...... Eugene B. Morse chance to steer clear of the war, This is the last out of town game 
for the Bombers and after having 
an open date October 26, they open 
their home season against Findlay 
of Ohio, on November 2. 
Concert Choir Praised 
For Program At Elmira 
Delta Phi Zeta Presents 
Annual Madhaller' s Ball 
Madhatter's Ball has finally 
come, all you consciencious social-
ites. Tonight is your last chance to 
grab a date and concentrate on the 
smoothest of dances ever given by 
the Delta Phi Zetas-and I do 
mean smooth. The date is tonight, 
Friday, October 18, full .moon, they 
tell me. The place will be a newly 
renovated and glorified gymnasium, 
and the affair will be strictly for-
mal. 
Associate Editor ...... Edith Lundquist but Japan's recent activities seem 
Business Manager calculated to drag us into it." 
Bert Rogers Lyon, Jr. "It is obvious that the axis is 
Asst. Bus. Manager ...... Frank Krans fostering hostility between us and 
Music Editor ........................ Wells Jenny the Japanese in order tc curtail 
Drama Editor ............... Nina Rayburn our aid to Britain. But if we do 
Phy. Ed. Editor ........ .Virginia Pierce declare war, I believe that our job 
Photographic Editor .. .Jill Scheinzeit will be merely to keep the J aps out 
Asst. Photographic Editor of Indo-China and the Philippines. 
AI Formacella and that our aid to England will 
Asst. Photographic Editor be redoubled." 
Jos. Stutzman 
Photographer ............ Charles Marlatt 
Photographer ................................. AI Small Only One Week Left For 
Literary Editor ...... Walter Finlayson 
Asst. Literarv Editor ... Shirlev Feltz 
Asst. Literarjr Edit ... .]oseph \Vright College Song Competition 
Art Editor ........................ Alice Churchill 
Sickness Retards Rehearsal; 
Henrotte To Conduct 
"Can a large production, like 'A 
J\1idsummer Night's Dream' be pro-
duced on a stage with a depth of 
not more than _thirteen feet?" This 
is the question that has arisen in 
Mr. Reich's mind over and over 
again as he has been conducting 
rehearsals for the first production 
of the Ithaca College Drama De-
partment. That question has be-
come a challenge to him, to the 
players, and to all the rest of the 
people who are participating in the 
production. Max Reinhardt used 
a huge stage equipped ,vith a mam-
moth setting. Of course, when he 
produced it as a motion picture 
the possibilities were practically un~ 
limited. And now we are all wait-
ing to discover what Mr. Reich can 
do with the Shakespearean show 
,vhen he is working against such 
odds. 
Other things have occurred which 
ha,·e hindered the progress of re-
hearsals. Sickness of one of the 
prominent members of the cast is 
probably the most important. But 
at the present time, three weeks be-
fore the performances, rehearsals 
for the orchestra. for the dances, 
and for the actors arc going at top 
speed. 
1\I r. Pierre Hcnrottc will conduct 
the symphony orchestra for the 
production. Mr. Reich has an-
nounced that in so far as possible 
the entire Mendelssohn score will 
he used. Plans have been made 
so that the orchestra will occupy 
the pit. This will do away with a 
complicated two-way radio system 
which would have had to be in-
stalled if 'the orchestra performed 
in the Green Room. 
For the dances the college h:is 
even gone outside its bounds to em-
ploy the talent of several of the 
high school girls. Miss Frieda 
Cohen has been appointed to direct 
the interpretative dances which 
form :in important p:irt in the final 
production. 
The truly unique part of the show 
will be the scen(T\· which \Yas de-
signed by Mr. Gc.orgc Hoerner. It 
is far from being finished hut l\fr. 
Ho1-rncr, 1\Tr. A\·en- ancl the stu-
dents arc working on it cwrv dav. 
Tht' forest scenes· will he pla~·ed on 
different levels, ramps and steps. 
In the second forest scene there 
will he a natural hridi:?;c around 
which the pla:,;ers will perform. ScY-
Friday evening, October 11, the 
College Choir presented a concert 
in Park Church, Elmira. The pro-
gram was for the Southern Zone 
Teachers Conference. Prof. Bert 
Rogers Lyon conducted the choir's 
first public appearance in the pres-
ent school year. The splendid per-
formance of the group was well re-
ceived. 
The music will be by none other 
than Hal Hazen, the band that's 
causing such a sensation on the 
"Hill", with his ten piece orchestra 
and two suave vocalists. Incident-
ally, you lovers of "swing", now's 
your chance to hear what ever 
number you like. Hazen's outfit will 
play all requests whenever and 
whatever you may desire. 
Publicity Manager 
Donald Wallace 
Advertising manager 
":\rt is long and time is fleeting", era! drops will :ilso be used as a 
remember students, there is just one background for the action. 
The program chairman, in com-
menting on the performance said, 
"If these young people are examples 
of future teachers, the teaching pro-
fession need never fear for lack of 
talented, resourceful material." 
Robert Wadsworth 
Ass't. Advertising manager 
Thomas Bigler, Bud Ottman 
Sales manager .................. Rex Burton 
Asst. Sales manager 
Evelyn Staros, \Vayne Camp, 
Secretary .............................. Ed Timbrel 
Jane Henshaw 
week left to turn in vour school Difficult? Yes. But when we 
pep song. The winners will he look hack Oil l\fr. Reich's previous 
announced at the first "pep" meet- SllCl'l'SSl'S and when We hear him 
ing the the songs will he taught to sa\, '':\'nthing is impossible," we be-
the student body at that time. l!;in to lnnk forward with ::i. great 
Soo ... Let's g:o, here is your chance dc:il of confidcnct' to genuine en-
to lca\'e something permanent in I tcrrainnll'nt on the nights of No,·-
I thaca College. cmhn 6, 7. 8, and 9. 
I 
_, 
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&qr lJtqarau 
Founded Jan. 8, 1931 
Successor To 
Keynote 1905 Once-A-Weck 192Q 
-'-------=.c-------cc--------·---
Rcprcscntcd For National Advertising By 
National Advertising Service, Inc. 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18 
Madhatters Ball-Gym-9:00-1:00 
Football-Varsity at West Chester, Penna. 
FootbaP-Jay Vees at St. Lawrence Frosh 
College Publishers Representative 
420 l\:ladison Ave. New York, N. Y. 
Chicago-Boston-Los Angeles-San Francisco 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19 
Soccer-Varsity at West Chester, Penna. 
Member --------- Field Hockey-Ithaca at Mohawk Club 
Associated Collegiate Press TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22 
_____ P_u_b-li-sl-1e_d_c_v-e1--)-' -other F riday~hc-c-s-,cl=--10-0-=l-y-ea_r ____ _ Kappa Gamma: Rsi Picnic 
by the students of Ithaca College, 
Ithaca, .N Y. WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23 
Student Recital-Little Theatrc-8: 15 
Co-Editors-in-Chief .............................................................................. E. l\foiam Segel '41 
Jos. S. Wright '41 
Business Manager ................................................................................................ Harold Wisc '41 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26 
Soccer-Varsity at Lock Haven 
Football-] ay Vees at Morrisville Aggies 
l\'1usic Editor ................................................................................................ Ruth Roosevelt '41 
'42 
'41 
'42 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29 
Dran1a Editor ............................................................................................... George Charles 
Physical Education Editor ................................................................. Betty Briggs 
S. A. I. Rush Party-8:00-11:00 
Sports Editor .......................................................................................... Ray Charbonneau THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31 
NEWS STAFF Phi Mu Alpha l\lasquerade-Gym-9:00-12:00 
Joan Anixter '42 
Eugene Rcichcnthal 
Bettv Banker '43 
Arnold Broido '41 
William Carney '42 
Madge Chittenden '42 
William Ebeling '41 
Rosemary Ellis '42 
Syh·ia Glassman '43 
l\·Iargaret Green '41 
Leo Kuywaski '41 
Louise LaMont '41 
fill Scheinzeit '..J.1 
Robert Snvder '42 
Jos. Stutzman '43 
BUSINESS STAFF 
Advertising Circulation 
Thomas A. Bigler '43 Edwin A. Kelly '41 
Gordon J. Johnson '41 Bruce Flaherty '44 
Faculty Adviser .......................................................................................... Dr. Rollo A. Tallcott 
SORTON PRtSTtSC CO. 
• 
110pen House". An Ithaca Tradition 
Current Definitions 
The following has been making 
the rounds and it is not only very 
clever but it also contains some 
pertinent facts. We are passing it 
on for your approval. 
SOCIALISM: You have two 
cows; you give one to your neigh-
bor. 
COMMUNISM: You have two 
cows, you give both to the govern-
Life,. we know is a problem of social contacts and events.. Man is 
a social animal and he works and relaxes with his fellow beings. Sig- Letter To The Editor 
nificant of his social contacts is the term, "open house." The words 
seem to imply good fellowship and cordiality. Dear Editor: 
However, the true meaning and significance of the word were never , 
· h "So, one of the banes of mans 
truly impressed upon me until this past two weeks. Along wit most existence is 'Shoes and the Wo-
of the students and faculty, I made "the rounds" of the various resi-
dental halls of the college. man'! Well, times have changed. 
The spirit of friendliness and hospitality quite in evidence at the Or haven't you heard about a cer-
various houses made a lasting impression on me. It seems as though tain robuSt young male of the 
it is the same spirit that prevails through-out the school. Such events freshman species who was put to 
as open house are not practical in our larger universities. I believe bed in the infirm for-of all things 
that they are missing something that we here in Ithaca take for granted. -having his footgear a size, or 
To me it is just another argument in favor of a small college, a place several, too small. 
where you know every one and where the spirit of friendship and Of course you may pretty well 
comradship prevails. That I think is the more ideal set up. judge a woman by the type of 
~hoe she wears. That is, . unless 
• Leadership Today she is between the ages of six and 
Some people are natural born leaders; others try to acquire the art. sixty, in which period nine-tenths 
Sometimes the latter are very successful. of all the females are addicted to 
My opinion of a good leader is one who goes forward inspiring fol- wearing saddle shoes nine-tenths 
lowers by setting examples of strong character and truthfulness. A of the time. This is ~rue, regard-
good leader must also be thoroughly familiar with his job, inspire high less of whether they are musical, 
ideals, and above all uphold a final decision at any CO!,t. drama or even "phy-edish." 
It behooves us as future teacl_1ers to give thi~ matter serious thought. And, just for the sake of clarity, 
ment, and the government gives 
you the milk. 
FASCISM: You keep the cows 
give the milk to the government: 
and the government sells it back to 
you. 
NA Z I S M: The government 
shoots you and takes the cows. 
NEW DEALISM: The govern-
ment shoots one of the cows, milks 
the other and pours the milk down 
the sewer. 
CAPITALISM: You sell one 
cow and buy a bull. 
AMERICANISM: You keep 
both cows, drink some of the milk 
and eat the butter from some of it 
and sell the balance to buy new 
clothes and a new automobile. You 
raise your own bull and more cows, 
stay at home_, keep out of Europe's 
squabbles, mmd your own business 
and live happily ever after. ' 
Developing - Printing 
We give highest quality 
results. Prompt and 
courteous service. Try us I 
Opposite City 
For the Best in Entertainment 
Attend Your Local Theatres 
STATE 
Now Showing 
Gary Cooper 
"THE WESTERNER" 
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. 
"CITY FOR CONQUEST" 
James Cagney-Aon Sheridan 
Next Week Starting Wed. 
"KNUTE ROCKNE 
ALL AMERICAN" 
Pat O'Brien-Gale Page 
STRAND 
Now Showing 
'THE RAMPARTS WE WATCH' 
A Picture Everv American 
Should See 
Sun.-t\Ion.-Tucs.-Wed. 
"RHYTHM ON THE RIVER" 
Bing Crosby-Mary Martin 
Oscar Levant 
Next \Vcck Starting Thurs. 
"A DISPATCH FROM 
. REUTER'S" 
Edw. G. Robinson-Edna Best 
TEMPLE 
Now Showing 
"CAROLINA MOON" 
Gene Autry-Smiley Burnette 
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. 
"QUARTERBACK" 
\Vayne Morris-Virginia Dale 
Next Week Wed.-Thurs. 
"THE GAY CABALLERO" 
Cesar Romero-Sheila Ryan 
The 
First 
National 
Bank 
We must be able to be truste~ 1f. we are _to ga1~ the confidence of our would some one define the "ath-
student~. Jle must be _enthu~1ast1c and smcere m our efforts.. Mar~en I letic woman?" Is it the one who 
~mce said, T~e shrewdest _thmg a man c~n do, to ~ay nothmg of. the runs agilely up and down ladders, 
mfluenc; ~o his cha,~acter,_ 1s. to put the lughest possible excellence mto swinging a hammer menacingly at For the 
ev;rythmg he does. Tlus 1s undoubtedly the essence of good leader- props, scenery, and anything else 
ship. . . in reach? Is it the one who spends 
. Over .m Europe today rumbJes ~nother great war. T~e J?am cause most of her time wrestling with a 
1s very s1~ple.. The lack of faith m pu~pose, co~fidence m ideals, and violin, cello, baritone and what 
the dis-belief m. God has caused ·a feelmg of distrust and hate. No have you? Or, could it be the 
lo~ger. are treaties and sworn agre~ments adhered t?· The _bes_t .~e- little girl who struggles up and 
ce~ver 1s ~he best st~tesman. What 1s to become of this barbaric _c!Vlhz- down the field waving one of those 
atlo~ which tor With honor an1 l~Ve f~r fellow ma,n _as though It Were great big hockey sticks, and who 
nothmg sacred. We cannot ex1s~ m this state of hvmg; we have seen always takes full advantage of 
too much of the more abundant hfe. . every opportunity she gets to ob-
We need and need then;i badly, European Lmcolns who can be serve from the sidelines? 
trusted, men who mean what they say. Let us hope that these men 
can cure the world of its present distrust of leaders, and that through 
them we may realize peace on earth, good will toward men. 
• Planned Lives 
If you decide to build a new home, one of the first questions the 
carpenter will ask you is "What are your plans?" Your, next step is 
to produce the blueprints of your home which you have dreamed about 
for so long. You have everything planned just as you want it, and 
know that if everything is followed you'll obtain the results you desire; 
so it is with our lives. 
Probably mother and dad made the first blueprints we followed.-
Blueprints of a future life filled with high ideals and cherished hopes. 
As time went on we became more and more insistent about mapping 
our own way of living. Perhaps our plans lack a great deal of the 
spirit of the original blueprints, but it's not too late to do something 
about it. Maybe if people were more serious in their planning today, 
Reno, Nevada might not have gained so much popularity as the city 
of poorly planned lives. Of course people are bound to experience 
cycles of good and bad times in their lives, but if a good blueprint is 
followed those troubled times will be a lot shorter. 
Remember in this new planning of your lives to heed the conscience, 
to embody more of God's teachings, and to cling to that which is up-
lifting. Plan your life, know you arc right, and then put all your 
strength and mind and soul to the task. Maybe it's going to be a tough 
job to get back to that original blueprint again, but you can do it. 
Let's check up on ourselves right now. Follow the plans more care-
fully and enjoy a richer, deeper, and more abundant life. 
CLOSING THOUGHT 
Tho' it's an old, old, story-shoes 
and the woman, 
And each year the styles will 
vary. 
There's always the girls who likes 
one pair of shoes, 
And she's the girl men will 
marry. 
(Signed) 
The Shoemaker 
MAN WANTED 
~t1alcnt to t:i.l..e order!! for Nash Custom 
Tailored Clothes. Swell line ol Domestic 
.1nd Imported fabrics in every wanted 
\\C,l\C. pattern and color shade. Large 
c:.dection of hi~hly attracti\'e goods authen-
tically styled to your customer's choice. 
No investment. Complete sample cquip-
ml'nt including foll measuring instructions. 
"\o experience nccc!l~:Jry. Company guar-
.111tel!s c11,;tomcr'c; satisfaction in the fit of 
hii. clothe~. Excellent commi!=sion and 
bonus arr.1nr.crnent. Branch offices in big 
cities. Write fully. THE A. NASH COM-
PANY, 1921 Elm Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
MAD HATT E R·'s BALL 
214 E. Seneca St. 
Send Her A 
Corsage 
From 
PRATTS 
Dial 8561 
You1 II Like Our Cleaning! 
• IT'S ODORLESS 
• IT'S SAFE 
• IT'S INEXPENSIVE 
$7.00 CLEANING and PRESSING 
CONTRACT for $6.00 
Petrillose Bros. 
SAME DAY CLEANING SERVICE 
Plant: 211- No. Aurora St., 2663 
Branch: 204 Dryden Rd., 9613 
FRATERNALLY 
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YOURS 
Eileen Ford and Helen Whitelv. I 
After the Freshman Frolics s·at-
urday night the Phi Delts hel<l 
their first house dance from 9 to 
I 
: 12 which was enjoyed by those 
'who attended. 
I The fraternity held a meeting 1,;=================-.==-.-;;;========.==-. =======-. =-.=;J :\fonday, October 14 at which a 
Delta Phi Zeta Ph, Epsilon Kappa I with prizes a_nd all the tnmmmgs. tentative date NoYembcr 11 was Delta Phi Zeta's Social Classic is On October 10, Phi Epsilon Kap-, After that, with hardly a let down,: set for Phi Delt Weekend when 
almost here. The Madhattcr's on pa held it's joint house opening with I we pr~sent o~r All-American Pro- '1 the alumnae members will be enter-
the loose. (Plug). For details see Delta Phi Zeta and wishes to thank gram 1~ the Little Theatre, Decem- tained at the house by the acti\·c 
your local paper. all for the praise and the criticisms I her I JS the date set? and_ the. fel- ! members. 
Page 3 
ID EAL 
Restaurant 
208 North Tio~a Street 
Home Cooking 
Re~ular '.\1eals 
Sandwiches 
Meal Tickets 
House opening ... originality ... given in regard to the fraternity low~ are already tearing nght mto (Continued on page 8) 
color ... broken fingernails ... house. We were pleased to have their parts. . . . [ .--r---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:... ___ -__-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:;, 
lighting and books for intellectual so many drop in that eventful night . The Alumm are still commg b~ck l 
impression ... come again and see and extend further invitations to m ~rons and brothers }\mes, Brins- \ 
how we really live. all males to come at anytime they maid, Boehmler, Quigley, and I 
Debbie Page and Jeanne Sullivan so desire. Mead_e report all serene on the 
back for· the week-end. Jane Post At our last meeting we held an teach mg front. 
and Mickey Palmer expected for election of two officers with the Rem.ember those dates, those ·1 
Madhatter's, another plug. following being installed Harold F. smashing climaxes to our "sym-
lnformal at house held on third O'Neil as Sergeant-at:Arms and phony" October 31, the Hallowe'en , 
floor Saturday night ... good time Ken Shultz as Historian. Party and December 1, the All- 1 
was had by all. Plans are being made for a dance I American Program. Hope we see 
- to be held late in November which you there! ! 
Kappa Gamma Psi we hope will become an ·annual ---
With our house opening as a affair. We are also planning joint I Phi Delta Phi 
house dances with other fraternities' Tl · I h · h' h pleasant memory we are anticipat- . . . h h b . I 1e annua ouse opemng w JC 
ing the coming events on our social and sororities m ~ e- sc ~ol to rmg I was held October 7 was attended 
calendar. The next is a "hot dog" about a. ~e~ter mtegration of col- by about 250 persons. Many unique 
roast to be held just outside of lege ~ctiv~ties and d:part.ments. ideas were used to decorate the 
Ithaca on Brother Hath aways P~i ~psilon Kappa is. g_omg to do rooms such as, drapes, dressing, 
farm. all m its powe~ to brmg a~out tables, window seats, tiny hand 
At the last meeting brother closer relatJOnshJp of the various made lamps and even banners on 
Hathaway was presented with a dep~rtments. ~f the college, to ~s- the ceiling. 
gold gavel in recognition of his tabhsh traditions, and to uplift Columbus Day weekend was ex-
services as president of the nation- of the stand ards of I thaca College. tremely busy at Phi Delt. Six 
al body of Kappa Gamma 'Psi aod · • --- girls from the Mohawk Hockey 
founder of our own Iota Chapter. Ph, Mu Alpha I Club were gucs·ts at the house Fri-
Last Friday night the "boys from Fraternity life is, in some ways, day night and Saturday. Many of 
Tailored The Way You Like Them! 
Mc KETT·ERICK 
CLASSICS 
The simplicity of {:!;ood taste a,,erts itself in these 
smartlv fa,hioned frocks bv a famous American 
de,ign~r. You'll cherish them on sight in either 
lo\·elv ravon fabrics or soft wools. And they're 
your~ for. a ~ong! 
Soldier Blue, Wine, Moss Green, Leaf Brown 
Second Floor 
Shop Daily from 9 to 6; Sats. to 9 P. M. Dial 2711 
Seneca Street" took a jaunt to similar to a gigantic symphony, in our alumnae were back for the 
Auburn to witness a performance that it is always building up to a I weekeend or for the hockey game. 
of "The Barber of Seville" given climax of one sort or another. Right ·1 Those who returned were: "Boggs" 
by the Metropolitan Opera Com- now, Phi Mu Alpha is in a whirling Cleveland, "Pat" Hill, Edith 
pany. So surrounded by pro's and crescendo towards the Hallowe'en ! Stangland, Agnes Degen and Ruth I 
con's of this performance we bid Masquerade on October 31. It I Moebius. Other guests at the i 
you adieu until next week. promises a swell time for everyone house were "Ducky" Bernath, I , ___________________________ __, 
"Yes, sir, the slower-burning cigarette is aces with me. I like 
all those extras in Camels, including. the extra smoking" 
STRATOSPHERE PIONEER "TOMMY" TOMLINSON, VICE-PRESIDENT and CHIEF ENGINEER of TWA 
f. ___ .. ______ ,, .......... - .. ·-···-... ' 
He outflew the weather for 
Extra Speed 
• In this "flying test tube," above, "Tommy" 
Tomlinson pioneered the newest wonder of 
modern air travel - the Stratoliner. In rain, 
snow, hail, and sleet, this veteran flyer "asked 
for trouble" to prove that high-altitude planes 
can fly over most bad weather. 
Skill, vision, perseverance ... "Tommy" 
Tomlinson has them all-in extra measure. 
Mildness, coolness, flavor- the qualities of a 
fine cigarette-he gets them all in his smoking, 
with an extra measure of each. He smokes 
slow-burning Camels. 
He turned to Camels for 
Extra Mildness 
• Twenty years - 7,000 hours of flying- more hours 
above 30,000 feet than any other flyer. 19 national rec-
ords for speed and endurance. That's the flying log of 
"Tommy" Tomlinson (above). His smoking log would . 
read: "I wanted more mildness in my cigarette. I 
changed to Camels and got what I wanted-extra mild-
ness with a grand flavor." 
Slower-burning Camels give you the natural mild-
ness and coolness of costlier tobaccos plus the freedom 
from excess heat and irritating qualities of too-fast 
burning. Try Camels. Get the extras-including extra 
smoking (see right). 
•', 
... ~: 
GET THE"EXTRAS~WITH SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS 
THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS 
Just before the maiden transcontinental £lights 
of America's first Scratoliners-scratosphere ace 
D. W. ("Tommy") Tomlinson (cc11ter) takes 
time to enjoy a slow-burning Camel with pilots 
Otis F. Bryan (left) and John E. Harlin (right). 
MILDNESS 
EXTRA COOLNESS 
EXTRA FLAVOR 
In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS burned 
25% slower than the average of the 15 
other of the largest-selling brands tested-
slower than a11y of them. That means. on 
the average, a smoking plus equal to 
5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK! 
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.. . .. . n. --·.. . .. nu ~!_e~nitcly i_ntcrc_sted in ~he st?ck. I Frosh Gel First Taste Of 
I ..., , I l11s growmg mterest 1s plaml_y 1 
~- s evidenced by the fact that Hal IS College Al Council Hop 
now working on a three act comedy FUT URAMA of his own. During the past sum-
mer he worked at the Skaneateles 
Theatre, and this marked his pro-
Harold L. Wise 
fessional debut. "I got paid for it, 
too," savs Mr. \Vise. 
"Spud Frosh," was the familiar 
phrase heard at the S~udent Coun-
cil dance Saturday mght, October 
5 in the college gym, when the 
"~puds" were distributed to the 
Frosh. 
In order to further the acquaint-
ances, a line of couples was formed 
which walk around and introduced 
themselves to the next couple in 
line, therefore meeting every Fresh-
I looked over the feet which he 
parked on my desk and as_ked him 
about his plans for the commg year. 
''I look to my senior year as one_ of 
pleasure and leisure, but everything 
seems to be working out in reverse." 
In view of his past accornplish-
'H man. 
ments we can only say, ' ah, we A "big feet" contest was held 
told you se." among the boys of the Freshman 
The secret of participation in so class, with honors going to Max 
manv varied activities about the "Gunboat" Toklas who hails from 
scho~I lies in good organization and Brooklyn, possessor of a size thir-
cffort. ·In his pwn words, "Organi- teen shoe. 
zation is seveni:v-fivc percent of do- The next event was a contest held 
(ng anything-." Certainly this mem- among the girls to determine who 
ber of Phi Mu Alpha who studies had the biggest smile of. the Fresh-
the organ can be said to know man girls. Gloria Raunick proudly 
something about it. We would ad- smiled her way to victory. Gloria 
vise all Freshmen who wish to make hails from Kenmore, New York. 
themselves a place in Ithaca Col- All of these events were under the 
lege. to join Harold L. Wise in an able direction of Coach Yavitts. 
e\;ening's bull session. That is, of Music was furnished by Hal .An-
course, if you can find him at leisure derson and his orchestra. 
somewhere. - In that respect we After the dance was over the 
We were sitting at our desk, can guarantee nothing. Frosh men were lined up by a "Wel-
when in walked Harold L. Wise, As for the future, who knows? corning Committee" who met each 
business manger of the Ithacan, Hal is looking forward to teachin_g "guest" at the door and showed him 
genial president of Oracle, and all- for three years, studying for his to his place in the line. After a 
around good fellow. Master's and Doctor's degrees, and number of the Frosh were assem-
"You'rc just the rna'1 we're look- then teaching in college. With _his bled they were marched over on 
ing for. Sit down." ability to organize and apply hm~- the campus where they entertained 
"Who me?" asked this modest self to a given task, we do n?t hes1- the Upper-classmen by doing such 
but popular drama senior. " . tate to predict his success m any- stunts as ·singing, reciting, danc-
"Y cs, you," we growled, ir1~ thing from here to there. ing impersonations, and some even down and tell us about yourse · • _ _; _____________ _, wc~t so far as to "cuckoo" to the 
He did, and you're going to be sur- ~'-e u, IJ-Beat birds in the trees. As each Frosh 
prised at what came out. 1 fl r left he was bid goodnight with a 
It seems that Hal Wise first be- gentle "Love Tap!" They made a 
I. h f d · A b Arnold. P. Broida I , h f h held the 1g t o ay m u urn, !.--------------- lasting impression on eac o t e 
New York. He was known as the . · h " t "' 
Kid with a--Million Hobbies in Carnegie Hall didn't look ng t. g_u_e_s_s_. ----------
Meridian, where he attended high The stage was blue and its shape trombone cellos, violins, wood-) 1 was wrong and what had ~hey done ' II 
school. Harold sat there ca m Y with the seating? Then It dawned winds I wonder if this wi start 
smoking a cigarette when he told on me, Stokowski was conducting a new era for women in symphony 
us that he had majored in piano. his Youth Orchestra and you could orchestras? I hope so, for they 
Not only that, but the trombone, certainly proved that they were no 
the violin, and the trumpet are also expect anything. hindrance. 
numbered among the mstruments That blue stage, for. ei\mplJ Despite, or because of, the fact 
our virtuoso has subdued. Well, proved to be. an acol~tica h oad. that Stokowski is a radical and the 
you could have pic½ed ~1s up and inner stage with a cc~ mhg t at. i- group is young, they pl.ayed with 
laid us down! This high school rccted all the sound ng t 0'-!t mto a certain fresh enthusiasm that 
J k f All T d managed the audience. It seemed. JUSt a s(1ould shame the older orchestras ac -o - - ra es even stt1nt until the orchestra hit a few 
the basketball team and followed - d into a little more of the same thing . 
. h d cl1'maxes, and then th,e pow.er an d h ' h I d up his scnio_r year wit ~ post gra u- d bl They playc as t o t ey ove 
ate course m commcrc1al work. By volume of tone were mere I e. · what they were doing ai:id w~re 
d f The Seating baffled me. I st111 · · b h I d h h this time we were prepare or any- • I dorng 1t ecause t ey ove 1t, w 1c 
thing. can't see the ptnt ·of groul?mg t. 1e is a rare thing among professionals. 
"How did I happen to come to woodwinds in ront, scatterd"a fi10a It's really a shame they have to 
Ithaca College? Well, frankly," !ins behind them (I never· 1 h break up over the winter. Of 
said Hal "I don't know. Two the conce~tmaste~)' placmg t e course they'll be starting again 
weeks p;evious to school I was brass on eithed bide of· thet s~at~ (they' record for Columbia) but 
registered at the Eastman School with cel~os an as~es 111 \,1a1\e meanwhile . concert audiences will 
of Music at the Liberal Arts Col- rows facmg the abdi;n~r , a)'d be missing a rare and wonderful 
lege of S~racuse University, at the it ~elps and may e It oesn t, treat. 
Bentley School of Accounting, and hesitate to say. . h 
at the Drama Department of Ithaca Who ever heard of sec~wns. of t e 
College." Once he had arrived at orchestra standmg up 111 hutuhso 
Ithaca, however, Harold b~came passages? (I learned later t at t a)t 
vitally interested in dramatics to was an old ~uro~ean cu~tom. · 
the exclusion of everything else. However, puttmg twe~ty gi1s 111 
His membership in Adelphi, Oracle, a symphony orchytra ish no ho-
and in the national honorary dra- pean custom. . . et, t erh fi ey 
matic fraternity Theta Alpha Phi, were, in key pos1t1ons too; t e rst 
really shows h~w well this blond 
male student has applied himself 
in his chosen field. Trophy Headquarters 
See our complete line of trophies 
for every type of sport or occasion. 
All trophies engraved free of 
charge 
PATTEN'S JEWELERS 
306 E. STATE ST. 
Two Doors Below Strand 
IS THE' All-'ROUND FILM FOR 
WINTER SNAPSHOTS 
WIDE latitude, sufficient versatil-
ity to get the picture on dull o_r 
bright days make Kodak Ver1· 
chrome ideal for winter snapshots 
with your· camera. Simply load 
with this famous film and forget 
about the weather. When picture 
chances come along, V erichrome 
will make the most of them. Stop 
today and let us supply you with 
one or two rolls and plan to leave 
the photofinishing to us. 
TOMPKINS STUDIO 
140 E. State St. 
"I was terribly green and inno-
cent in my freshman year," said Mr. 
Wise. "For that matter, I am yet. 
Still I managed to have a heck of 
a g~od time, and I shall always re-
member· my first big role as Lord 
Caversham in "An Ideal Husband." 
Hal spoke rather wistfully of his 
first year, for it seemed that the 
sophomore year was one of chang·e 
and revolution in the Drama De-
partment. Doctor Zeller arrived 
and all the drama people became 
students. Hal shook his head vig-
orously as though trying to pull 
himself out of the nostalgic past 
into the harsh and cruel present. 
Is Your House Properly Equipped For Fall? 
With his excellent and hilarious 
portrayal of Wolf Berkowitz in 
"Liliom" Wisc showed us what he 
really could do with a part. As 
other comedy roles such as that of 
Grandpa Vandcrhof in "You Can't 
Take It With You" came his way, 
this versatile young actor became 
PING PONG - BADMINTON 
And all other sport equipment 
20% Discount to Fraternities and Sororities 
Kimball Athletic Equi_pment 
307 E. STATE ST. 
' 
FOOT LIGHTS 
and CAMERA 
By Joan Anixter 
No siree-Ladies and Gentle-
men! Broadway isn't the only 
answer to Theatre Art. By pro-
ducing such outstanding pictures 
as "Foreign Correspondent" ( which 
I hope you haven't missed) and 
promising a picture made up of our 
Eugene O'Neill one-act plays ("The 
Long Voyage Ho~e"), Hollywood 
is certainly sobering up! When we 
add a notice that the long absent 
Chaplain is back again-TALK-
ING-in "The Dictator" our point 
is as good as proved. . 
So if our crystal ball means what 
it says we· can be looking forward 
to a p;etty good year of something 
better than class B movies. 
Now, wha-t about Broadway? 
\Veil, this year, more than ever be-
fore, Broad\vay has fot1nd a home 
in every corner ·of our many states. 
That's right! Our good plays are 
on tour, and our leading players 
are trailing right along with them. 
I guess someone has finally awak-
ened to the fact that theatre hasn't 
been dead but was only sleeping 
these past years • ·.,. Topping the 
list of players on tour arc the Lunts 
in "There Shall Be No Night." If 
packed houses and exceptionally 
fine criticisms during the New York 
run are any indication of a "must 
see" play, this one is slated to go 
down in theatre history. 
Have you noticed that quality 
and not quantity seems to be the 
producers' goal this year? True 
enough, the listing of plays on the 
theatrical page of any New York 
paper is considerably smaller than 
we are used to seeing, but this may 
be a sign that only "sure bets" are 
being put into rehearsal. 
This p~st season has chalked up 
more long run plays than this col-
Steve Says: 
When you are thirsty and 
hungry and just s-0-0-0 tired. 
Fresh up at ... 
• 
The 
MONARCH 
New Soda Fountain 
Offers you the greatest values in 
suits, topcoats, overcoats and 
formal attire. 
Here numerous Ithaca College stu-
dents are trotting away from the 
high rental district to a smart 
clothing shop where good clothes 
and smart styles are not heavily 
weighted. 
MORRIS' -
(Fonnerly Morris Lewis) 
"60 uconds from Stat," 
Council Buys College Flag 
If, in the near future, you should 
sec a large blue flag flying from 
the flag pole on top of the Admin-
istration Building, don't be sur-
prised. The Student Council is 
purchasing a blue flag 5 feet wide 
and 8 feet long with gold letters 
one foot high spelling "Ithaca Col-
lege." 
The flag will fly from the pole 
on the Administration Building to 
inform the students and the people 
of Ithaca the result of the last game 
played by the Ithaca College foot-
ball, basketball, baseball, and 
other teams. When the flag is 
flown at full mast, it will signify 
that the Ithaca College team has 
been victorious; half mast will in-
dicate a defeat. Whenever the 
team plays out of town, it will 
only be necessary to watch the flag 
in order to know the outcome of 
the game. 
Four freshmen boys will be 
selected to take care of flying the 
flag. 
Don't forget! Watch the flag on 
top of the Administration Build-
ing, and know the results of Ithaca 
College's games. 
umnist has seen in a long time. 
Looking back we find such shows 
as "The Man Who Came To Din-
ner," a crack show with a crack 
cast; "The Time of Your Life"; 
"Life With Father"; and "Separ-
ate Rooms" among several others. 
All of the aforementioned are selling 
" t d' ly" at least twice s an mg room _on 
a week. 
( Contin11ed on page 5) 
The Corner Bookstore 
Late Books 
Zipper Note Books and Fillers 
Pencils and Letter Paper 
with Ithaca College Seal 
Typewriters 
For Sale or Rental 
Greeting Cards 
Use Our Rental Library 
BROOKS PHARMACY 
Drug Store Needs "and Cosmetics 
Official Headquarters for 
Your entire supply of 
MAKE UP 
CUT 'PRICES 
126 E. STATE ST. 
(Incorporated 1868) 
ITHACA 
Savings Bank 
Tioga St. - Comer Seneca 
We are prepared to do our best 
to serve you Musically 
HICKEY LYCEUM MUSIC STORE 
330 EAST STATE STREET 
i, A Complete Musical Service" 
I ; 
I 
L 
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Tl-IE ITI-IACAN . SPORT SECTION 
Girls Hockey Team Is 
Victorious Over Mohawks; 
Umpire Rating Try Outs 
It certainly keeps one busy, yes, 
it does, to keep informed about all 
of the sports events that are pop-
ping off this fall. 
First of all, you sports fans who 
missed the girl's hockey game Sat-
urday, October 12 sure missed a 
great game. The Ithaca College 
Lassies showed the girls from the 
Mohawk Hockey Club just how 
they can handle those sticks when 
they came out with a win. of 4-0 
against the Mohawks. 
From the beginning to the end 
the lthacans outplayed· the Mo-
hawks with the ball in the Ithacans 
possession the major part of the 
game. Scoring began in the first 
half and continued in the second 
half with "I" Carnell scoring two 
goals and "Libbie" Bernath and 
"Peg" McGraw each one goal. 
The Ithaca line up was: 
15 __._ ___ .,.._, 
!-
I BUCKSHOT 
MICHIGAN'S 
FAMED 
WILUE HESTON 
SC0R£D 
CNER 110 
fOUCHOOW~ 
FROMl901 
To 1905! 
-o-
_ ...... 
NEW BILL BROUGHT 
BEFORE CONGRESS 
With the nation acutely aware 
of the need for and evident lacking 
of national physical fitness in the 
present crisis, new bills are con-
stantly being proposed in Congress 
to aid the situation. 
The newest one, of interest to all 
and particularly to the physical 
education department is that of 
Representative Schwert (D-NY). 
The nation, bending every effort 
to build up its defenses, he says, 
needs a race of rugged, physically 
fit Americans to call on in time of 
emergency. 
The New Yorker has introduced 
legislation (J-IR10606) to make 
available in the next six years 900 
million dollars in federal funds and 
200 million dollars annually there-
after to assist the states in estab-
lishing school and camp programs 
designed to raise the level of health 
and physical fitness in America. 
"Recent Army maneuvers and 
data from recruiting," he said, 
"show an appalling need for a pro-
gram which will toughen the sin-
ews and uplift the morale of our 
citizenrv. There · is a great need 
for the- building of strong bodies, 
Right Wing, Betty Stewart; 
Right Inner, Iris Carne!l; Center 
Forward, Libbie Bernath; Left In-
ner, Peggy McGraw; Left Wing, 
Edna Degen; Right Half1 Rena 
Nichols; Center Half, Betty Bank-
er; Left Half, Elaine Rutherford; 
Right Full, Dot Burgess; Left Full, 
Ginny Seifert; Goalee, Nancy .. ------------, 
Parks. 
skilled and conditioned to meet the 
rugged demands of American de-
physical education is to find teach- mocracy." _ 
Tomorrow the girls journey to 
Schenectady and will meet the Mo-
hawk Hockey Club at Central Park 
for a return game. This game is 
expected to be a bigger battle as 
some of the Mohawks regular mem-
bers were unable to make the trip 
to Ithaca. 
On November 2, six girls will try 
for their National Hockey Umpire 
Rating in field hockey at the Emma 
Willard School at Troy. These girls 
are: · Betty Stewart, Libbie Bern-
ath, Doris Sunderville, Betty Bank-
er, Ellen Hawver and Elaine Ruth-
erford. 
At the present time the daily 
trips to Percy Field are for hockey 
drill and play, l;,ut hockey will soon 
be replaced by soccer for Freshmen 
girls and speedball for upperclass 
girls. 
Hill Speaks At Assembly 
Students in the physical educa-
tion department listened to an ad-
dress by Mr. Hill, director, on the 
necessity of conforming to the rules 
established by the college, The 
marking system, absences from 
class, and house rules were especial-
ly stressed. . 
The punishment for unexcused 
absences was explained. One hon-
or point is to be deducted for each 
five unexcused absences from the 
total honor points earned a semes-
ter. 
The marking system remains the 
same. A student with a scholarship 
index of less than twenty will be 
asked to withdraw, less than thirty 
will be placed on probation, and 
less than forty will not be permitted 
to work. 
Jon.es' Sc to $1.00 Store 
A local store giving 
friendly service. 
Open Evenings 
PHY EDITING'S 
By Leo Kuywaski 
The modern dance has been a 
challenge to groups in education 
and dance groups as well, resulting 
in publicity to the school and to 
the leader. We wonder if the time 
spent, ·which mus~ be taken from 
the school hour, brmgs any returns. 
The trend is to give attention to 
those few with ability and not help 
the average student. 
The needs demanded of an aver-
age high scho~l . student are con-
cerned with act1v1ty not too strenu-
ous, and don't demand perfection 
too difficult to attain. Our ob-
jectives as teachers should be in 
regard to posture and good dancing 
figures. We must realize that there 
is a carry-over of neuromuscular 
skills from a ballroom floor to a 
game. 
The way we canr. get improve-
ment in dancing is to test and im-
prove balance, rhythm, range, folk 
patterns, muscle 'intelligence and 
control, and creative ability. All 
this can be done by different tests, 
which include clapping, running, 
jumping, changing direction, and 
many others. 
In teaching dancing we must im-
press upon the student the desire 
to dance. Pictures can stimulate 
such an interest but be careful not 
to emphasize ·the idea that dancing 
is only for girls. We should get 
away from calling it social dancing 
and call it "modern dance". We 
must as instructors cooperate with 
the musical department which can 
be of great value. 
Our job as teachers of health and 
ers who use sound judgment based His physical education proposal, 
on our background of physiology, which he describes as "a bill to 
anatomy, and kinesiology as to promote national preparedness and 
what is good for our pupils. We, as the national welfare" was drafted 
directors in modern dance, must with the aid of the American As-
find out what lies within their capa- sociation for Health, Physical Ed-
bilities and how to stimulate a ucation a n d Recreation and 
pupil's interest. Teachers must not Schwert says has the endorsement 
only be qualified to teach dancing of the National Education Associ-
but become acquainted with vital ation. 
educational principles so that the Schwert said the program was 
application will be practical. I designed to utilize existing and ex-
tended school facilities, state and 
COLLEGE ELEVEN 
BEATS PANZER 
Impressive in prying off the pro-
verbial lid to the 1940 grid cam-
paign, the Ithaca College footb~ll 
machine rolled to a touchdown m 
each period against Panzer. Play-
ing the game at East Orange, N. J., 
the Blue and Gold won in a romp, 
25-0. 
Charlev Baker, the senior tail-
back from Hudson Falls, once again 
headed the attack while workhorse 
"Hop" Davis continued to mop up 
from his fullback position where he 
left off last November. The run-
ning ability of Jackson and "Scoot-
er" Altimonda stood out for Ithaca. 
A speedy forward wall headed by 
"Carmichael" McKillop and fea-
turing a host of fine ends showed up 
impressively. 
After traveling the length of thcl 
field at the offset of the cont~st, 
Ithaca lost the ball via the fumble 
route. Coming back strong, how-
ever, the Blue and Gold scored 
when Baker went over from the 
ten yard marker. A lengthy run 
bv Jackson, coupled with the scores 
of Davis and Altimonda took care 
of the totals for the day. 
JA-VEE SQUAD 
OPENS SEASON 
This afternoon, the Ithaca Col-
lege ja-vces will open their season 
bv travelling to Canton, N. Y. to 
nicct the St. Lawrence Frosh. 
In previous· years, Coach Ben 
Light's freshman squad has made 
this trip but due to the lack of 
material and the short length of 
time for practice, it has been de-
cided to take a mixed J a-vee fresh-
man team. 
Later on the same outfit will 
travel to Morrisville and to Pots-
dam, to meet the Morrisville Aggies 
and the Clarkson Frosh. 
Make HEGGIE'S 
Your Gift Headquarters 
for Sterling, Silverplate, Kensing-
ton, Bronze, and \Vendell August 
gift lines as well as for real and 
costume jewelry. 
Phone 2277 136 E. State St. 
BOOL'S F~OWERDALE Enlargements 
FRO~I YOUR SNAPSHOT 
NEGATIVES 
Corsages for Madhatter1s Ball 
Sec Abe Mitchell 
Exclusive Agent for Bool's 
\Ve make fine hig enlargements 
(; x i, S x 10, or 11 x 1+ inches) 
at modc,t prices. Stop in and sec 
,amplcs. · 
Head's Camera Shop 
109 N. AURORA ST. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
PhotoFinL,hing Daily Service 
fcdc:ral park sites, for camps and 
would provide comprehensive physi-
cal education for these groups: 
Boys and girls of school age (5 
to 21); out of school youth (16 to 
21 ); draft age group (21 to 35) 
\\"ith special emphasis on pre-in-
duction conditioning and morale 
and home defense and industrial 
groups of hoth sexes. 
The funds would be administered 
through the United States office 
of education and the state educa-
tion agencies and would be allo-
cated to states which met matching 
pro,·isions of the legislation. 
Footlight and Camera 
( Co11ti1111rd from Pa!IC •/.) 
One more point before you reach 
for the aspirin. Musical comedy is 
once again stepping up the ladder 
to -its rightful place. In the past 
few years we have heralded a spark-
ling musical as usual. By·the time 
AI Jolson came along ( a little over 
two weeks ago) and brought down 
the house with his "Hold On To 
your Hats," the groundwork had 
been laid for new and better things 
in that line of entertainment. (Any-
way, we're mighty glad to see Al 
back on the "Great White Way" 
again because he's a grand show-
man.) The musical comedy re-
vival began way back when "Du 
Barrv \Vas A Ladv" first hit the 
boards and takes us ·through "Louis- , 
iana Purchase." ( Great big explan-
ation mark for Victor Moore's fine 
performance in the latter!) So we 
can look down the theatrical road 
which stretches out in front of us 
and feel pretty certain that we're 
in for a Big season. 
JAMES LYNCH 
COAL CO. 
The best in fuel supplies 
804 W. Seneca St. 
Uptown Office: 
Ithaca Realty Bldg. 
Seneca Building 
DRUGS SODAS 
CANDY 
WRITING PAPER 
ENVELOPES 
FOUNTAIN PENS INK 
-= 
Delicior,s 
Sundaes put in /11dividual 
Dishes to take out. 
The 
North Side 
Pharmacy 
507 N. Cayuga St. 
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Miss Hepburn Buttonholed 
For Harassed Interview IC II Phy Eds Take Cup For Stars Of Stage Success B Sh a.:;;;;;==-============.1 est ow At Frolics FOR THE FILES Dr. Rawski 
Trying to intcrYicw Tvliss Kath-
arine Hepburn was just like being 
pushed around in a New York sub-
way during noon hour. Since a 
private interview was next to im-
possible, I had to fire questions at 
her while she was selling for the 
British War Relief. Tt was a tustle 
from beginning to end, but I came 
away triumphant. 
Miss Hepburn strolled into the 
\Var Relief store dressed in man-
tailored gabardine slacks, natural 
sweater, and a while shirt with a 
stifflv starched collar. From her 
hand dangled a cigarette which she 
nonchalantly waved around. The 
star no soo~er stood behind a table 
of flowers when newspaper photo-
graphers began asking her to pose. 
She started to oblige but put an un-
polished fingertip' up to her mouth 
just as the camera flashed. She 
smiled crinkling up her eyes and 
said, "Camerman seem to have a 
knack of always getting you just 
as you flick a cigarette ash off your 
lip or some such thing." After 
that she didn't bother to pose but 
let the camermen catch her as thev 
would. · 
Fortunately I was standing next 
to the star and thus was able to 
fire a barrage of questions at her. 
Miss Hepburn answered pleasantlv 
in her deep voice tinged with an 
English accent, and all the while 
she kept scribbling autographs for 
admirers. 
"Do you like touring?" I yelled 
above the noise. 
"It's lots of fun," she answered 
and smiled crinkling up her nose 
in her heavily freckled face. "I like 
doing everything. Staving in one 
place is rather dull. Really." 
Y cs, she really does say "really" 
all the time. It's as much a part of 
her as the clothes she wears. 
When asked about her preference, 
the movies or the stage, she said, 
"Movies and the stage are similar. 
The theatre is like an exam; you 
have to be good the first time." 
Miss Hepburn is all for Roose-
velt and feels confident of his re-
election. This may be quite a 
blow for the "Vote for \Villkie" 
rooters. 
She likes comedv and drama 
equally well whether it be on the 
stage or screen. Her favorite 
comedy role to date is the charac-
ter of Tracy Lord, which she por-
trays in "The Philadelphia Story." 
Miss Hepburn could not say which 
picture she considers her best, but 
"Little \Vomen," "Alice Adams," 
and "Morning Glory," arc the ones 
she had the most fun doing. When 
asked what role she'd like to play, 
she answered without any hesita-
tion, "Joan of Arc." 
"I'm not a believer in great am-
bitions that you tell other people 
about," she replied in answer to a 
question concerning her greatest 
ambition. But I couldn't help 
thinking that playing ','Joan of 
Arc" might well be considered a 
very great ambition indeed. 
Although Miss Hepburn did not 
appear tall, she is above average 
Where once the fields were so green, 
Now the blood runs red. 
Where once the people laughed 
and sang · 
Now are buried thousands dead. 
Crosses painted white as snow 
Are all that remain 
Of valour won by bloody swords, 
All in the cause of gain. 
The taste of victory so sweet 
Was strong on every tongue, 
But who the real victor 
After the battle is won? . 
For glory born of majesty 
Is the right of kings. 
Glory born of work and toil 
Leads to greater things. 
The ' Physical Education girls 
once again walk off with the prize 
for the best prepared and pre-
sented skit of the three depart-
ments. This is the second year 
that the Phy Ed's have displayed 
dramatic ability. The Frolics was 
held in the Little Theater, Satur-
day, Oct. 12 for a feminine audi-
ence. 
The Music students presented 
a skit which featured an original 
song, "I'm W~stin' My Time," by 
Janet Bun tam. The skit con-
cerned the trials and tribulations 
of the meek and defenseless Music 
students in competition with the 
husky Phy Eds and tempermental 
Drama students. The setting was 
the bottom of Seneca St. where a 
buttonless Frosh was punished and 
made to play a· solo on the French 
Horn. 
The Drama students gave the 
good old stand-by dorm scene 
which dealt with the CornelI date· 
the bookworm who finally break~ 
down and accepts a date with the 
smoothiest man on the campus· the 
enthusiasm of the room-mates-' and 
cooperation of dorm friends 'with 
advice and clothes to the lucky 
gal with the Cornell date. Carol 
Lewis directed and originated the 
skit. 
You as/zed ine to get a line on 
those new professors to add to the 
files, and I started with Dr. Raw-
ski becat1se he seemed to be the 
youngest, and I tho1tght his life 
history wouldn't talie up much 
space. B1tt you'd better push 
"back the index cards for this fel-
low; he's made good use of his time. 
You've probably heard the music 
students chatting about Dr. Raw-
ski. They say he's good-looking, 
easy to talk to, easily mistaken ·for 
a student. They say you just hear 
him touch the keyboard and you 
know he's a genius. 
He's as young as he looks. Con-
rad Rawski was born twenty seven 
years ago in Vienna, Austria. He 
entered the University there at a 
tender age and barged through 
courses in musicology, history, and 
pure philosophy. While still a 
student he was appointed church 
organist, i1 position he held for 
five years. 
KATHARINE HEPBURN AND VAN HEFLIN 
The Phy Ed's enacted a Phy-
sical Education class the first few 
day~ -- at college, with Audrey 
deG1acomo as teacher. The dis-
cipline problems of a freshman 
class breaks into a reasonably well 
organized tap dance. 
He received his Ph.D. with 
honors in musicology at the age of 
twenty-three. His thesis - but 
that's interesting enough to save 
till later. He remained at the Uni-
versity during the year of 1937, 
splitting his time between research 
and professional. work, and, by the 
way, he aroused quite a sensation 
by introducing the idea of using a 
victrola in his classes. 
It was in this year that he fell 
in love with a Viennese student of 
his class named Lisbeth. They 
planned to marry, but the Austrian 
government was wary of losing a 
husky lad eligible for conscription 
and refused them permission. 
height. "I'm five foot seven in my, 
stocking feet. See?" and she stood 
up. "I have on flat-heeled shoes," 
she said as I glanced down at her 
moccasin-clad feet. 
She wears slacks on all occasions 
because she prefers them to skirts. 
Someone asked her what she wore 
when invited out to dinner; and 
she promptly retorted, "I never 
go out to dinner." 
When asked whom she consid-
ered the most eligible bachelor in 
Hollywood, Hits Hepburn' quipped, 
"I don't care, do you?" I blushed 
and said nothing. 
I questioned her in regard to 
her future plans, but she was very 
indefinite. The show will be on 
tour for twelve weeks or more and 
after the run is over Miss Hepburn 
will make plans. 
I had been shoved to the back of 
the crowd but managed to shove 
my way to the front for one last 
question. "Are you nervous before 
you go on for a performance?" I 
queried. 
"I was born nervous," she 
answered and kept right on scrih-
bing autographs. 
So with that question I ended 
our interview, an interview Miss 
Hepburn was scarcely aware she 
had given. I elbowed my way out 
of the mob of admiring females 
and made tracts for home a card 
b_earing Miss Hepburn's a~tograph 
tightly clenched in one hand. 
WHERE? 
WHICH? 
WHEN? 
EVERY SUNDAY 
SP. M. 
WHAT? 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
RADIO SHOW! 
THE UNDERDOG 
By William Ebeling 
Ithaca College is conspicuous by 
its l~ck of collegiate atmosphere 
otherwise known as tradition, ac-
cording to my way of thinking. I 
say lack of it in the sense that the 
wrong attitude concerning sports, 
rights of upperclassmen and that of 
collegiate feeling. We go to a foot-
ball game and no cheerers turn out, 
no blaring or martial band to in-
spire fans and players nor any at-
tempt to have the fans follow the 
team on short road trips. 
A move is now underway to es-
tablish some tradition here in 
Ithaca College. A large flag is 
being purchased by the Student 
Council for the purpose of notifying 
the student body how the teams 
fare on road trips. The flag will 
fly from the flagpole atop the ad-
ministration building as explained 
elsewhere in the paper. 
Another move is that of organiz-
ing a permanent cheering staff. A 
call has been issued for cheer lead-
ers and an enthusiastic group is al-
ready hard at work. Some manner 
of recognition for this work will be 
awarded to the cheerleaders. We 
can easily put across this tradition 
by obtaining the cooperation of the 
freshman and sophomore classes. 
They can, in turn, carry on where 
we leave off and assure the alumni 
of some tradition and color in the 
"old school." 
We all miss the expected color 
upon arriving at Ithaca College and 
we are greatly disappointed because 
of it. As far as cheering is con-
cerned, any sport.sman will give 
credit where and when it is justly 
d1;1e. Organized cheering sections 
will be an aid in demonstrating 
good sportsmanship. 
We are college students and need 
this type of good, clean, wholesome 
activity on our campus and in our 
, activities. It is a very good form 
of escape from the care and woes of 
studying. A means of escape from 
ourselves, and not least of all a 
fitting tribute to our warriors' of 
sport. Let's all push the the idea 
of establishing a little more color 
and tradition in Ithaca College. 
T~e rest, of the Phy. Ed. program 
consisted ··of tableaus which repre-
sented technicolor pictures of the 
various activities in the depart-
ment. The tableaus were an-
nounced in poetic form, indicating 
what the action pictures repre-
s~nted. ~e coJor and organiza-
tion of this skit was without a 
doubt worthy of the prize which 
was a enscribed silver loving cup. 
Patronize 
Our 
Advertisers 
You remember that hell with a 
little black mustache broke loose 
in Austria about this time, and the 
country became unbearable to sane 
men. In Dr. Rawski's own words, 
"I didn't like to be told what my 
research must prove, and besides 
I have no predilection for march-
ing tunes." 
In 1938 he was allowed a pass-
port to Budapest, and he received 
permission to take four valises out 
of the country-a remarkable dis-
play of leniency at the time. Lis-
beth scooted out of Austria on a 
s~ip bound for Boston, Mass. 
(Continued on page 7) 
VIC DANCES 
Dance by Music of Your 
Favorite Bands 
P.A. System - A. C. Simpson 
Next Friday Evening 
Take Your Date To 
BAILEY HALL at 8:15 
Where THE SAVAGE CLUB of 
ITHACA will ·make its biennial contri-
bution to the culture· of the community 
MUSIC - MIRTH - MAGIC 
Tickets $1.10 ( a few at .55 & $1.65) 
Now on Sale 
at WILLARD STRAIGHT & MAYERS 
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Hepburn Scores Hit 
In Comedy Offering 
Philip Barry's gay comedy, "The 
Philadelphia Story," in which 
Katherine Hepburn returned to the 
stage and scored a success, was pre-
sented to an appreciative audience 
last Wednesday night, October 9, 
at the Strand Theater. 
The comedy and star were an 
outstanding hit of two seasons on 
Broadway. 
Barry's gifts for fashioning come-
dies of ideas with groups of witty 
talkers, smart moderns in the upper 
social register, were here engaged 
with the reactions of an old fam-
ily of Philadelphia wh_en their ho!11e 
is invaded by a radical magazine 
writer and a woman ruthless with 
a candid camera who have arrived 
from New York on the hunt for 
the low-down on the society of 
the Maine Line of the suburban 
station. As the -,investigators ap-
pear on the day before the daugh-
ter is to be ,vedded for the second 
time, they mix rather intimately in 
her relations towards three men, 
teach her a lesson and are taught 
one themselves. 
The cast included Van Heflin, 
Joseph Cotton, Nicholas Joy, Viola 
Roache, Forrest Orr, Dan Tobin, 
Frank Fenton, Ruth Holden and 
Lenore Lonergan. The play was 
directed by Robert B. Sinclair, and 
the settings were designed by 
Robert Edmond Jones. The entire 
production was supervised by Ther-
esa Helburn and Lawrence Langner 
of the Theater Guild. 
Discs and Needles 
By Bill Carney 
Now that our column has gotten 
off to a good start we shall get 
right down to business. 
In my wanderings this summer 
I came across a record that I think 
should be brought to the attention 
of every real re~ord . lover:. J~e 
title of this "chmce bit of Jive 1s 
called ( and I am not procrastin-
ating) "I'm Looking for a Guy who 
Plavs Alto and Baritone and 
I 
Next issue I will really have some I ------- j' recitals. Within a short time, Ed-
more solid tunes and facts concern- College Students Win Big Prizes \Varel Downs, music editor of the 
ing them that are under this same / starch-collared HrJSton E'Z.lening 
special offer. '-r.:~~---_--::----,;-:----:.,..-... ~-:,,.~-...,-:-;,-;c--..,-;::;;--:::-----...,.-_-_-_-_-_--.--:-::-:7.-~--;;-,..-7.-;;---.:-.-,---,.-..,,-:-c-.-.,.-~-.-- , Trnnscript engaged him to ,•vrite a 
This will help greatly all old col- 1 series of articles entitled "l\1 usi-
lectors of records and also those in- ;. cians Todav." · i. . 
terested in modern native musical f I le left Boston after being called 
development. , on to take a· position as acting 
You remember that last week I ' head of Louisville U nivcrsitv's 
just mentioned the fact that you School of l\fosic. Teaching, l~c-
could get all those fine records of turC's, and a pursual of his research 
the "world's greatest music" for ,w,rk occupied his time in Kentucky 
less than half price from the Na- up to last summer, when a canny 
tional Association of Music Ap- gentleman named Dr. Rehmann 
preciation. Well, I will list for practically stole him om from 
you some of the records tha~ you under the nose of Han·ard and 
can get in this wonderful oppor- Holv Cross. 
tunity. ~ow a~ to his thesis and re-
First of all you would receive search work-it's cnnccrncd with 
both Beethoven's "5th and 8th thr two part works of Roman de 
Symphonies"-a real treasure for F'auvcl. which doesn't sound like 
any music lover. 
1 
.. , an\'thin(l' to get rxcitrd over-at 
Next are Tschaikowsy's "Nut- ' lea.st. n~t un~il \'Oil dig into the 
cracker Suite" and "4th Svm- facts a hit. -
phony"-(The beautiful Brass ·dis- World Lit. students mav have 
played in this recording\ will con- :f:i'~~;J :~l;~II~_- \~~;~ \~~k";;~ c;h; 
vince you immediately t 1at the or-
chestra consists of real professional =-'-'=---'--~=- fnurtccnth century. The poet was 
musicians under the direction of an almost forgotten in later years, and 
main- critics who came across his equally brilliant conductor. \\'ho wouldn't be as happy as the! of $250 for best coverage of the · di 
C F k, D · S ·1· · f • Tl 1 · II bl' · Th ,vork declarrd that it was har Y csar ranc · s minor vm- sm1 mg_ trio m rontr icy 1ave contest Ill co cgc pu 1cat1ons. e 
II S h. ._, readable. The great .John '.\1ilton Phony, which the co egc ymp ony 1·ust received the three top awards srcond prize of $150 went to the himself called it trash. Then a few has now in rehearsal, will -speak for in the nation-wide $30,000 China MacMurray College Greetings, 
eminent men in the field of literary itself. Essay Contest when this photo- MacMurray College for Women at research analvzcd the poetry in 
Debussy has contributed his bit graph was taken, while the three in Jacksonville, Ill. The Princeton terms of the· fourteenth century, 
with "Afternoon of a Faun, Clouds, the back row arc the persons who Sunday News received the third scanned the lines properly, found 
and Festivals The real big feature had most to do with the running prize· of $100. the wav the verses should be read, 
is Wagner's "Prelude to Parsifal" of the contest. In addition to the three top prize and at· last returned the poet to 
and "Die Meis!ersinger." ! ou a_ll At the left front is Minerva F. winners, ten students were awarded the world as one of the greatest 
know the beautiful e!fect this_ mu~1c Desing of Collingswood, N. J., $100 each and twenty students $50 writers of our language, Goeffry 
has upon the emotions of its l1s- graduate student of the University each. They were from colleges as Chaucer. 
teners. of Pennsylvania, who walked off distantlv removed from each other In this same fourteenth century, 
This does not include all of the with the first prize of $1,200 and a as Har;'ard and Alabama Poly- the music of de Fauvel was also 
records in this deal but it will give round trip ticket to Chungking, technic Institute. considered great; in fact Dr. Raw-
you a good idea as to the import- China, via the China Clipper. In The man in ceremonial Chinese ski unearthed the evidence of fif-
ance of this opportunity the center, front, is Richard E. robes is Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews teen authors of the dav to show 
··With· that I will leave -you until Curl• of Edison, Ohio, graduate stu- of Gobi desert and dinosaur egg that these two-part works were as 
our next issue-but remember-no dent at Ohio State University, win- fame. He was a judge. In the cen- well-liked then as Beethoven's 
matter where you are or what you ner of the second prize of $750. ter, back row, is Phcrbia Thomas Ninth is today. And yet, before 
may do, "Get that Big Tone"-The Beside him is Helen Averitt of Thornburg, contest director and Dr. Rawski got hold of the manu-
best liked person and most success- Pasadena, California, junior at sister of Lowell Thomas, who pre- script of these pieces, they'd been 
ful person is the one who does the Pasadena Junior College, who won sided at the ward banquet held in relegated to the past; they'd never 
best he can, where he is, with what the third prize of $500. This pie- the Executive Lounge of the Ford even been transcribed into modern 
he has. ture was taken in the Ford Motor pavilion at the Fair. Beside Mrs. notation. 
pavilion at the New York World's Thornburg is William D. Pawley, Dr. Rawski is trying to do for 
College Football 
Feud Is Renewed 
Fair. financial sponsor of the contest, that music exactly what the liter-
Doubles on Clarinet and Wears a Last Saturdav afternoon Percy 
Size 37 Suit". This record is play- Field was the ·scene of a titanic 
ed bv: B-10666-A-Ozzie Nelson and struggle between two slightly slap-
Band. happy teams, one representing the 
When I first saw this record I honor of the phvsical education de-
The subject of the contest was who is president of the Intercon- arv men did for Chaucer-trying 
"Our Stake in the Future of China", tinent Corporation and a long-time to· analvze it in terms of and hear 
and 70 per cent of the accredited resident of China. Pawley holds the it through the cars of the four-
colleges and universities in the record for crossings on the China tecnth centurv. He has had in-
country had entrants representing Clipper, making 14 such trips to strumcnts o( the period rccon-
45 of the 48 states. In additional date. structed, and he and Mrs. Ra,vski 
recognition of Miss Desing's victory Among the distinguished speak- haYe been learninl,!; to play them. 
the University of Pennsylvania re- ers and guests were Rear Admiral He was forced to leaYe the manu-
ceived $800 in cash for the pur- H. E. Yarne:11 Pearl Buck, Dr. script of the works in Austria, but 
chase of books on Far Eastern af- Tames Rowland' An,gcll, Anna May I he carried in his valises two thou-
fairs. The Bachelor, student news- \Vong and others. Fred L. Black, sand undeveloped negatives of the 
paper of Wabash College, Craw- director of the Ford exhibit, wel-1 original notation. 
was completely "knocked out". partment, the · other representing 
I h h . h th t ·s the glory of the music department. ave somet mg ere a 1 · 
hot off the press. The first re-issue· In a w_ell-conteste1 match ( and 
of Hot Jazz Classics compri_sing t~e boy, was it conte_sted.) the I. F. ~-
original records that made Jazz his- boys (You ask ~hem. what it 
tory. Included in this collection mheanJ~· )e.mergJ~d 1\v
1
1ctonouh over 
are four sides which have never t e 1m-pm 1vc ~n to t e tune 
before been issued in America ( two of 24 to 6. 
of which were issued in England The Devic-Dresher pass com-
only) and several "second" masters bi nation clicked beautifully and 
previously unreleased. accounted for three of the IFT 
touchdowns. One of the features 
According to J~z~ .connoisse~r's of the game was a razzle dazzle 
viewpoint many mitial recordmg play in which the ball was handled 
dates were not the best and so d D h 
these "second releases are really 5 times. Dcvic passe to res er, 
. ,, who bounced a lateral to Kinsey, 
a great improvement. who lateraled to Rella, who in turn 
Such immortals.of modern Ame:-. lateraled to Gallagher: 
ican music as Loms Armstrong, B1x . 
B "d b k Fletcher Henderson The Jive Men made a fine show-e1 er ec e, , . h · h J d Buster Bailey, Red Norvo, Eddie mg, ~wever, wit a goa post stan 
Conda Johnny Dodds, Wingy early m th~ second half. They 
M ' Mi"ff Mole Paul Mares stopped their opponents on the one annone, , f 1· L · h I 
and the "Chocolate Dandies" are oot me. ate m t e game a ong 
some of the instrumental "greats" pass from Ezyk to Stutzman pre-
represented on the initial Columbia vented a shutout. 
list. It :"ill be rem_emb~red that the 
35661-"S.O.L. Blues". 
35660-"Heebie J eebies", "Pota-
to Head Blues", by Louis Arm-
strong and his Hot Seven. 
"Heebie J eebies" is the Boyd 
Atkins tune ( 1926) which was 
Armstrong's first big seller for 
"Okeh" - Louis introduces scab 
singing on this disc as the result of 
an accident at the recording date-
Armstrong dropped his sheet music 
and had to make his own lyrics as 
the side was being cut. 
"Potato Head" introduces one of 
the finest solos Louis ever wax~d. 
musicians were v1ctonous last year, 
the score being 36 to 6. The 
reason they lost this year was be-
cause their stalwart back (Way-
back), Mike German, was unavail-
·able on account of cutting a tooth. 
( All right, ask him yourself!) 
Members of the IFT team in-
cluded playing-coach Terry, cap-
tain Coon, Dresher, Phillips, Gal-
lagher, Kinsey, Pitman, Rella, and 
Dcvic. 
The Jive Men were represented 
bv co-captains Cook and Callister, 
Edmonds, Struglia, Ezyk, Pardy, 
Snyder, Seely, and Stutzman. 
fordsville, Indiana, won first prize: corned the Contest's guests. HO\v docs the music sound to 
Cut Sysle~ Explained DR. RAWSKI 
( Cor1ti1111rd from P11r1,· 6) 
Understanding the incorporated In Budapest Dr. Rawski visited 
system of action taken against with the famous Hungarian com-
"class cutting" is of paramount poser, Bartok. He also befriended 
importance to the students of Ith- another young refugee named 
aca College. Eugene Zador, and these two spent 
Definitely there is no number of manv hours together concentrat-
"allowed cuts." Class cards, re- ing on a studv that was new to 
gardless of reasons for absence, are both of them:_the English Ian-
handed to the registrar at the end guagc. Zador is the man who 
of each semester by the instructors. later wrote the opera "Columbus" 
Excuse-slips can not be accepted for the New York World Fair. 
or rejected by the instructors; Dr. Rawski managed, after some 
therefore, when a class is not at-1 red tape, to obtain transportation 
tended the only authorities avail- to Hanna, Cuba, and Lisbeth lost 
able for excuses are the depart- I no opportunit:,· to take the first 
mental directors, the Doctor, or ship south. The two were mar-
Nurse, who grant excuses in cer-, rice! there, and just abour one year 
tain limited instances. Off-campus 1
1 
ago they returned to Boston. A 
activities, such as taking part in record of his actiYitics since then 
athletic contests, musical concerts,\ is a reYclation of what a. stranger 
or plays given out of town, are in-. to this country c::_n accomplish 
stances of legitimate excuses. within a year. 
The excused absences are de- He took up residence in the 
ducted from the total amount rec- Chestnut Hill section. The onlv 
orded upon the class cards·. Hence anilable school in that district was 
the net number affects the stu- a public school where Christian 
dent's college honorary standard Scientists sponsored· courses in 
in the following way: One honor adult education. I-Tt, enrolled to 
point is deducted for each five un- smooth out his English, and was 
excused absences. But for example soon appointed to teach classes in 
in the case of eight "cuts" rec- music. Various social clubs were 
orded, there may be two points sub- soon i1witin~ him to lecture at 
tracted from the total number of their mcctin!!;S. He did a bit of 
honor points, etc. The system is 
I 
pri\'atc tutoring, gaYc piano ks-
plain but effective. · sons, and was schl'dulcd for scYcral 
modern cars? \V ell, the cadences 
are of a type we are unaccustomed 
to, and the· works-like Hinde-
mith's today or Stravinski's in his 
day-sound pretty awful at first 
hearing. But they were consid-
ered wonderful once: thcv ma,· be 
again. :\nd if they cv~r ar~, it 
will be due to the efforts of the 
latest addition to Ithaca's School 
of Music. 
"CANDID C.-\\-1 PUS" SHOW 
\V.-\S WELL RECEIVED 
The "Candid Campus" fashion 
show ,vas well rcceiHd lw the stu-
dent bod,·, which showed° a definite 
interest ~n the part of collegians 
to he '"cll-drl'ssed. The short 
scenes were well executed and the 
music added to thrir effectiveness. 
The show rc,·olwd around a let-
ter read, alternately, by Virginia 
Bc\'in and En:h-n Starns, with the 
rnntcnrs of said° letter being p:mto-
mined b\' members from the three 
department. The first scene 
showed campus football clothes; 
the second. correct form::il attire; 
the third. what the well-dressed 
stage crrw wears; the fourth, jitter-
hug clothl's: the fifth. tea dresses; 
and the si'l:th. formal ,war at a 
Facult:,· Rccqnion dance. The jit-
tC'rhu~crs almost brought down the 
house with their antics, and the 
\\':ilt7ing of BL'tty Jane Kohler and 
Gordon Johnson was also vcn· well 
J'l'CL'i\'Cd: . 
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don't already know from· wonder-
ing too much-the next play is to 
be "Pride and Prejudice." 
Then too, have you noticed that 
Pluck the plugs from your cars little blond freshman girl who is 
:cause here's your girl Sunny Sat- taking such a ribbing from some 
urdav with a new column of "read 
- of the phy ed fellows. Seems she 
'cm and weep." · 
Have vou heard about the com- doesn't know when they arc kid-
bination -of alarm clocks and house ding and when they're serious. 
Dottie B. and some of the New-
openings? It seems that a few d · h man gals were presente wit a jovial people, while nosing around lovely bouquet the other night, we 
Phi Dclt and S. A. I., set all the are told. However, because of a 
~!~: {~f !fi~t'.~:;:111;:~~~;, '.~ £;~:;:'J,,~\le;~y d~:r:0 ":h;:''i/b:; 
poor girls waking up in the middle hair "a la a bunch of carrots." 
Qf the night as their tickers were · Chuckle special: · 
·all in the midst of a chorus alarm. The two frosh lads who "wolfed 
F h h???? up" no less than four hot dogs each 
uTn, · ku ·1:k· · th · d f at the "I" the another night. Guess nc ·s 1 e ese remm us o J , h d h" 1 J. J. O'Neil and Dorry Jackson. oc s ot ogs arc somet mg. 
Have vou noticed the change that's . Th~se clever fre.shmen _ar~ get-
come over those two little cherubs? tmg 1!1 people's hair and, mc1d~nt-
Mv gosh there's no holding them ly this .colum~. The other m~ht 
do~vn; it ~eems. when ~ma Ba:!ey was ,~xpoundmg 
Here's something to 'Wade" forth 111 best drayma style sh_e 
through. While reporting squad was . brought up short. Aske~ 1f 
attendance, a phy. ed. nonchalantly ~he intended to teach,, she replied, 
announced, "All here except me." Teach, why yo~, cant r_each o!-lt 
D'va get it? to enough people Up pipes Miss 
· . 1944 "H ? " We hear that Taafe is creating , av~ you g?t a message. 
a lot of envy at Phi E. K. with his Conversat1ona_J shps: . 
tailor made "p. j's." The stripes When asked :.£ she had a Book 
on the top run around while the of Games, Butch Hawver 
I d "N . h ' stripes on the panties are up and answer.e , ot tomg t. 
down. To saying nothing of the Clo~mg thought: , 
fact that they appear big enough We II ~ee you ap at ?Madhatter s 
for "Tiny" Thompson. (It wouldn't Ball tonight, -:von t we. 
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be my place to say I'd like to see the O~lta Phi damsels, The best 
them, though.) dance of the year." 
Carloads of carnations to: 
"Hedy" Scheinzeit's fashion re- W.S.G.A. Holds Meeting 
vue. 
Janet Buntain for her neat, 
original music used in Frosh 
Frolics. 
The football team for that super 
game with Panzer and for their 
fine effort against Clarkson. 
Giggle note: 
An eminent member of the 
music department was more or less 
floored last week at a house open-
ing. The said party draped him-
self at a piano and proceeded to 
drum away but much to his dis-
gust the instrument was out of 
tune. "I'll finish on another 
piano," said he. "Who asked you 
to?" was the bright quip of a little 
frosh gal. This year's crop of 
freshmen-tra, la. 
Just to keep those of you who 
Students Operate Diner 
Where there's a will there ·is a 
way, so runs an old proverb. In 
collegiate circles this is proven by 
the great number of students who 
find many odd jobs to defray ex~ 
penses of a college education. 
Norm Lancaster and Bill Staf-
ford, two enterprising and ener-
getic phy eds have come up with 
a new one, however. Undoubtedly, 
Wednesday evening, October 9, 
the W.S.G.A. held its Fall Mass 
I'4eeting in the Little Theatre. 
The girls were entertained by an 
interesting and varied program. 
After singing "America the Beau-
tiful", Grace Conklin welcomed 
everyone, then introduced the board 
members. Betty Ward contributed 
a musical selection on her violin. 
After a few announcements and a 
reading by Evelyn Starns, Dean 
Powell made a few remarks and in-
troduced "the guest speaker of the 
evening, Mrs. Tallcott. 
Mrs. Tallcott's talk centered 
around the conscription issue and 
its outcomes, and the. important 
part women play in the present-day 
situation. 
by now vou've noticed that the 
Ideal Restaurant is open nights. 
The story is that they have taken 
?ver its operation and are defray-
mg expenses. 
"Here Comes The Army" 
More than 80 percent of the boys 
on the Boston University football 
squad are members of the ROTC. 
"ONE OF THE GREAT CLOTHING STORES OF THE STATE" 
THE SPORT SHOP 
College Men's Headquarters for 
FINE CLOTHING _:,_ FURNISHINGS 
SPORTSWEAR-SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
' 
DEAN OF ITHACA, Inc. 
• BUS TRANSPORTATION 
• MODERN EQUIPMENT 
• EFFICIENT, COURTEOUS and 
• SAFE OPERATION 
r,.;os. 401-409 EAST STATE ST PHONE 2531 
The Ithacan: Friday, October 18, 1940 
"King For A Day" 
Poetry Contribution 
Turn backward, turn backward, 0 
time in thy flight-
And make me an upper dassman 
just for tonight. 
Make. the upperclassmen Frosh 
agam, 
Come ~n fellows, here's where we 
step m. 
I'd say "sing the Alma Mater, and 
sing it loud," 
I'd make 'em do foolish stunts in 
front of a crowd. 
I'd make 'em tip their "spuds" 
whene'er they were seen-
Then I'd laugh, and call 'em 
"green." 
FRATERNITY NEWS 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
On Tuesday evening, October 8, 
the Sigma house really started the 
ball rolling with a very successful 
house opening in conjunction with 
Phi Mu Alpha. 
The Columbus Day dance, held 
Saturday evening at the house was 
well attended and everyone had a 
very enjoyable evening. 
Plans ,!re being made for our 
Formal Musical which will be held 
sometime in November. 
W~ were very glad to have Gayle 
Harns, Sally Davies, Faith Whit-
nall, and Marilyn visit us during 
the last two weeks. 
CO,SENTINI 
SHOE REBUILDER 
Best Moccasins Walk-Over Shoes 
217 E. State St. Dial 9510 
ATWATER'S 
Everything 
to 
EAT 
I'd make them obey my every 
command, 
Oh boy my life would certainly be 
grand. 
DELTA PHI ETA 
Presents 
I'd make 'em run errands to the 
confectioner's store, 
And when they got back, I'd make 
'em run more. 
I'd remind 'em each minute, just 
who they were-
M· A D H A T T E R ' S 
BALL 
TONIGHT! And then I'd say "address me as 
sir." 
I'd be happy and superior, gosh-
But what can I do? I'm only a 
FROSH, (gosh).· 
Buy Your Tickets at the Door- $1.00 
By-"The Phantom Frosh." 
Hal Hazen's Music 
Formal-10-1 
DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT SATISFIES 
IT'S THE SMOKER'S CIGARETTE, because All America 
has a line on their: 
x DEFINITELY 
What smokers like your• 
self want most is mildness, cool-
ness and taste • •. and that's just 
what you get in Chesterfield's 
right combination of the fin-
est tobaccos grown .•• a defi-
nitely milder, cooler, better 
~ste. That's why it's called 
the Smoker's Cigarette. 
This picture of Che,terfield buyers inspecting tobacco 
crop, in the field before auction time Is one of many 
Interesting scenes in the new book "TOBACCO. 
LAND, U.S.A." This fa1cinaling story of how Chest. 
erficlds ore mode, from 1eed to cigarette, ls yours 
for the asking. Mall your requear to Uggott & Mvo,. 
Tobacco Company, 6:10 fifth Avenue, New York, H. Y. 
Copyright 19IO, Ltccrrr & M:n:ns Toucco Co. 
. 
I 
featured In 
"THE RAMPARTS WE WATCH" 
Tho March of Tlmos 
lull· lenglb photoplay 
